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GENERAL PRINCIPLES
A fire is an emergency that, by its nature or magnitude, affects the health, safety, welfare and property of
residents and staff. St. Joseph’s Villa is committed to reducing the threat of fire and in the event of an
actual fire, reducing the extent of damage as quickly as possible. A controlled and coordinated response
is required by all staff to ensure that damage is minimal and that the health and safety of all individuals
within the building is preserved.
•
•
•
•
•
•

i)

St. Joseph’s Villa’s written Fire Safety Plan is reviewed and updated yearly as required.
All staff upon employment will be trained in fire emergency procedures during orientation
All staff will receive, at minimum, mandatory yearly in-service training on fire safety
All staff will be familiar with fire pull stations, fire extinguishers, smoke/heat detectors, exits and
fire procedures as outlined in the Fire Plan.
Fire drills will be held monthly on day shift, afternoon shift, and night shift. These fire drills may
be conducted as surprise drills, with no prior notice given.
Mock evacuations will be conducted every year in accordance with the Ontario Fire Marshall’s
and Emergency Management office regulations

•

If there is a conflict or an inconsistency between a provision of the fire code under the
Fire Protection and Prevention Act, 1997 and a provision of this Code Red, the fire code
prevails to the extent of the conflict or inconsistency.

•

Hierarchy of Authority during an emergency:
o Site Administrator
o DOC
o ADOC
o Charge RN
o RPN

UNIVERSAL COMMUNICATION CODE

The following are the names of the areas that will be used when the location of the fire must be
announced.
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Service Level
Basement Level
Core area
Center stairwell
Chapel
Lobby
Attic
Gardenway
Lakeview
Hillcrest
Sunnyside
Specific Room Number
The announcement of Code Red and the location should be made over the P.A. system stating the code
and location three consecutive times, for example;
“CODE RED, St. Joseph’s Villa, level 1 Rm 101, CODE RED, St. Joseph’s Villa, level 1 Rm 101, CODE
RED, St. Joseph’s Villa, level 1 Rm 101”
*See Fire Plan maps for individual Floor Plans and directions and Fire Zone.

ii)

Emergency Response Scene Captain

The role of the EMERGENCY RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN is assumed by the first person to find the
fire, until they are relieved by the Charge Nurse or a person in a position of higher authority. Role and
Responsibilities are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Must ensure overhead paging and calling 911 is designated
Will coordinate and oversee the evacuation process
Communicate with the Emergency Response Boss at the Command Centre about the status of the
fire.
Retrieves 2 way radio and vest from Team Meeting Room
Delegates someone to call 911
Delegates someone to announce the location of the fire (from the closest annunciator panel) over
the PA system stating: “Code Red St. Joseph’s Villa…(location of fire)”; this will be repeated
three times;
Takes control of the scene of the fire by providing staff with directions and leading them to
evacuate the appropriate rooms in a controlled fashion, ensuring residents are evacuated two fire
zones away
Coordinates the existing staff in a horizontal and vertical evacuation
Ensuring all residents are accounted for using the diet list
Ensuring that all locked rooms where applicable have been unlocked using the Master key, and
are checked for FIRE conditions;
Coordinates the fire brigade as they arrive on site
Coordinates with the Emergency Response Boss at the Command Centre as to the status of the
emergency, the movement of residents, and any useful information for the fire department
Request additional personnel from staff pool areas by contacting the Emergency Response Boss
via 2 way radio
Assisting the FIRE DEPARTMENT upon their arrival.
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iii)

EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

iv)

Is the most senior staff of authority in the building at the time of the code red
If the CEO is present within the building, she will report to the Command Centre with the most
senior person in the building.
Has the authority to authorize an evacuation (CODE GREEN) in consultation with the advice of
the Community Emergency Response Coordinator/Fire department.
Proceeds to the COMMAND CENTRE AND retrieves the disaster box, a 2 way radio and a vest
The Villa EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS will contact the CCC COMMAND CENTRE and
provide information as required
Greets the fire department upon their arrival and to direct them to the location of the fire
Ensures the management on-call person is contacted if incident occurs after hours
Ensuring that after the “ALL CLEAR” has been issued by the FIRE DEPARTMENT, an
announcement is made stating three times “ CODE RED ST. JOSEPH’S VILLA ALL
CLEAR;CODE RED ST. JOSEPH’S VILLA ALL CLEAR;CODE RED ST. JOSEPH’S VILLA
ALL CLEAR”
This can only be done after the FIRE DEPARTMENT has issued an “ALL CLEAR” and
the fire panel in the vestibule has been reset. (See” RESETTING THE FIRE PANEL” in
the appendix).
Ensure that staff have reset mag locks. (Appendix A)
Ensures that staff response to the FIRE EMERGENCY conditions or FIRE drill is evaluated by
conducting a debriefing following the “ALL CLEAR”

COMMAND CENTRE

In the event of a FIRE EMERGENCY, the COMMAND CENTRE will be the Reception Office or
Lakeview nursing station (if the Reception Office is affected by the fire).
Each COMMAND CENTRE has a disaster box which contains staff fan out lists, emergency contact
numbers, signage, supplies to coordinate communication both internally and externally during an
emergency, and supplies for triage areas and holding areas in case of evacuation.
The COMMAND CENTRE at reception has 2 portable 2-way radios and 1 base station for
communicating with the EMERGENCY RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN and the pooling areas.
Each Neighbourhood has a 2-way radio located in the team meeting room for their respective level.
Channel 1 is to be used at all times. These are to be used by the RPNs or designate for communication
purposes between the EMERGENCY REPSONSE BOSS AND THE EMERGENCY RESPONSE
SCENE CAPTAIN to coordinate such things as resident census, resident movement, update from pooling
areas, coordination with the fire department, etc. Communication over the 2-way radios should be
controlled and deliberate to ensure proper communication and avoid inappropriate use.
Only the EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS has the authority to change the COMMAND CENTRE’S
location.
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All telephone lines are to be kept clear.
EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS

v)

No one is to use the telephones unless directed by the

FIRE BRIGADES

All FIRE BRIGADE members are to retrieve a FIRE EXTINGUISHER and report to the FIRE
SITE immediately upon hearing the Code Red announcement.
Day Shift / Afternoon Shift
Personal Care Assistant (#1) from Sunnyside and Lakeview
One Food Service Staff – Hillcrest
One Life Enrichment staff
One Laundry Staff
One Maintenance Staff
*all of the above will be designated on the staff schedules per shift/per day
*Personal Care Assistant (#1) from Hillcrest – will report immediately to the top of the centre staircase
when the fire alarm is activated to ensure that no residents attempt to go down the stairs when the
maglocks release. If the fire is in Hillcrest, then the Personal Care Assistant (#1) from Sunnyside will
report immediately to the top of the centre staircase
Nightshift
All Staff

vi)

TWO STAGE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM

STAGE 1 – Potential Fire
Once the fire alarm station is pulled, the bell will ring at twenty strokes (20) per minute. This will alert
all areas of potential FIRE conditions and will activate the CODE RED procedure. There is automatic
notification to the FIRE DEPARTMENT through the fire panel and a DVAC (Digital Voice Access
Control) line which is a dedicated and monitored phone line directly connected to the monitoring station.
The code can be announced by anybody closest to an annunciator panel over our communication system.
There are 5 annunciator panels in the building:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Vestibule at main entrance to the building
In the electrical room in the basement
Each neighbourhood Nursing station
Lakeview stairwell

In order to announce a code over the communication system, follow this procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dial #12 at any phone
Wait for a beep
Press 5000
After hearing a prompt through the PA system, make the announcement
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•

Please note that the STAGE 2 ALARM will be activated in the case of a real
EVACUATION and during designated FIRE DRILLS.

For St. Joseph’s Villa, the “REMAR” marker (hereinafter termed the Fire Rescue Marker) is made up of a
red fixed marker and a swinging white marker installed directly on the doors. All resident rooms and
rooms throughout the Home should have a Fire Rescue Marker placed on the door only to be used during
emergency procedures.
A.

The process for checking a room in the FIRE AFFECTED AREA when the FIRE ALARM
has sounded is as follows:
a)
Check the door for heat then check behind it for resident(s)
b)
Look, listen, feel checking under and atop beds and furniture and inside closets and
showers/tubs. Listen for cries, moans or verbal cues.
c)
Remove resident from room.;
d)
e)
Close the door
If you discover a fire in a room, close the door to the room, note the location and report it to the
EMERGENCY RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN The EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS will
report the location to the Fire Department on their arrival.
If resident is in the area of fire, evacuate the resident past the nearest fire doors.

B.

To set the FIRE RESCUE MARKER to indicate that the room is empty:
Swing the white MARKER to lodge against the door frame covering the red marker.
If a resident re-enters the room the white plate will swing downwards and indicating that
the room is occupied

vii)

ADDITIONAL GENERAL PROCEDURES TO FOLLOW IN A CODE
RED

Upon hearing a CODE RED in your area:
ACTIVATE EMERGENCY FIRE PROCEDURES BY:
•

Upon discovering the FIRE, ensure that the Fire Alarm system has been activated by pulling the
closest pull station in the immediate area of the fire zone.

•

The person finding the fire must yell out the location of the fire 3 times to provide advanced
notice of the fire location

•

The location of the fire will be announced three times over the communication system

•

A horizontal evacuation must be performed with all residents in the affected fire zone as well as
the area directly above or below the fire zone, beyond the fire separation doors to the next fire
zone. Residents are moved away from the location of the fire and to the next zone, ensuring you
are not crossing the location of the fire with residents during evacuation.
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•

If smoke is visible from a closed door, take extra precautions. If it is filtering from a residents'
room, get down on your knees and attempt to open the door two inches, if black smoke is evident
or the room is engulfed in flames, do not enter the room and await the FIRE DEPARTMENT. If
smoke is filtering from a store room, closet, or electrical room, do not open the door at all, but
await the FIRE DEPARTMENT.

•

If possible, place a wet towel or blanket along the edge of a closed door to help prevent smoke
from entering a room

•

Remove any persons in immediate danger from smoke or FIRE in an area beyond the FIRE
doors. Evacuate adjacent rooms if smoke or flames are visible. Evacuate the entire area upon
order of the EMERGENCY RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN.

•

For residents requiring oxygen, they may stay on oxygen by shutting off concentrators and
placing residents on portable O2 units

Upon hearing a CODE RED in another part of the building:
ACTIVATE THE FIRE EMERGENCY PLAN BY:
•

Ensuring that all doors and windows are closed. If fire location is directly above or below the
area, residents, staff, and visitors are to evacuate the immediate fire zone and move two fire zones
away.

•

Ensuring that residents remain in their rooms until the CODE RED is cancelled.

•

Confine the FIRE. Close doors and windows if possible. After evacuating the rooms or area,
engage the Fire Rescue Marker on the door. Do not re-enter the room.

•

Keep one side of the corridor clear by placing any equipment within the resident rooms

•

For residents requiring oxygen, they may stay on oxygen by shutting off oxygen supply in room
and placing residents on portable O2 units

•

Shut off any operating electrical equipment unless such action would be hazardous.

•

Do not use elevators.

•

Reassure residents and visitors. Visitors remain with residents they are visiting.

•

Respect the lines of authority.

•

Do not block stairwells, exits, doors, or prop them open.

•

Be prepared to accept further direction from the EMERGENCY RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN.
o

Any FIRE must be reported to the FIRE DEPARTMENT, no matter how small,
even if you have extinguished the FIRE successfully

FAN OUT PROCEDURES
August 2021
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During off-duty hours, the Registered Nurse Supervisor will designate a staff person to call
Administration staff in the following order:
Contact numbers are located on the RN On-Call Book in the Room C107.
1.
2.

Administrative On-Call Person via cell phone
Administrator

The Administrative Person on call or the Administrator will commence the Administration fan out
list.
These staff persons are required to report immediately, in an emergency situation.
Staff Fan Out lists are located in the Disaster Boxes located at both the designated Command
Centre at reception as well as the alternate Command Centre in Lake View. These fan out lists are
updated bi-weekly.

EVACUATION
In situations where the FIRE is difficult to control, an EVACUATION order may be issued by the
EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS. EVACUATION refers to the moving of residents from the FIRE
affected area to a safer area within the building, generally on the same floor (HORIZONTAL evacuation)
or to another floor (DOWNWARD evacuation) COMPLETE evacuation refers to the EVACUATION of
the entire building. Please Refer to the CODE GREEN Section for details regarding an evacuation.

viii) FIRE DRILLS - Monthly Requirement
FIRE DRILLS are conducted on all three shifts, a minimum of once per shift, per month and may be held
at any time during the day, afternoon or night.
SILENT FIRE DRILLS are conducted during the night shifts. These DRILLS enable the staff to practice
FIRE DRILLS with minimum disruption to the residents. See below for procedure.
The Stage 1 ALARM will be used during all FIRE DRILLS on day and afternoon shifts only. Once the
fire drill is complete the panel will be reset, the strobe lights will cease, magnetic locks will be re-engaged
and an announcement will be made over the paging system clearing the Code Red.
The Stage 2 ALARM will be used during pre-determined DRILLS.
Silent Drills will be used during night shift fire drills.
An artificial flame is used occasionally to indicate a mock FIRE
At the completion of regular and silent FIRE DRILLS, a Fire Drill Evaluation Report and a Fire Alarm
System Checklist (APPENDIX C) is completed by the person conducting the drill. This form is kept on
file by the Environmental Services Manager.
The City of Greater Sudbury Fire Services requires that all fire drills using stage 1 and 2 be
communicated to the Sudbury Fire Department prior to execution.
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ix)

CONTROL OF FIRE HAZARDS

Fire hazards in the facility are controlled through the following processes:
• annual fire inspections
• monthly and annual fire extinguisher inspections
• quarterly and annual sprinkler inspections
• semi-annual Kitchen hood ventilation inspection
• monthly fire drills per shift
• electrical and mechanical inspections through the preventative maintenance program
• FIRE prevention is everyone’s responsibility:
o Do not overload electrical outlets.
o Report any frayed or broken electrical equipment at once to the Environmental Services
Manager and/or other Manager.
o Report any potential FIRE hazards to a staff member immediately
o No parking is allowed on FIRE ROUTES (FIRE signs and hydrants). This will be strictly
enforced by the Maintenance Department.

x)

ALTERNATIVE MEASURES

In the event of shutdown of fire protection equipment and systems or parts thereof, St. Joseph’s Villa will
commence “Fire Watch Procedures” Staff are required to complete Fire Watch forms for each area of the
building, Appendix B.

xi)

MAINTENANCE OF BUILDING

The maintenance of building facilities provided for the safety of the residents is ensured through Building
and Room Inspection Audit sheets.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALL STAFF
IF YOU DISCOVER A FIRE, REMAIN CALM AND REACT

R

REMOVE PEOPLE FROM IMMEDIATE DANGER IF POSSIBLE

E

ENSURE THE DOOR(S), IS CLOSED TO CONFINE THE FIRE AND SMOKE

A

ACTIVATE THE FIRE ALARM SYSTEM USING THE NEAREST PULL STATION

C

CALL 911 OR DESIGNATE SOMEONE TO CALL 911

T

TRY TO EXTINGUISH THE FIRE OR CONTINUE TO EVACUATE

All staff are expected to react to three scenarios:
o
o
o
August 2021

Upon discovering a FIRE or SMOKE.
Upon HEARING a FIRE ALARM in the location where they are.
Upon HEARING a FIRE ALARM for another part of the building.
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STAFF RESPONSE TO AN ALARM
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ensure resident(s) are safe.
Turn off equipment, close doors and windows.
Clear hallway of obstructions.
Check for smoke along the way.
Villa nursing staff in charge of wing: remain in area and proceed to station.
Brigade staff report to the fire scene to await further instruction from the emergency response
scene captain. The person who finds the fire is in charge of the situation and is to send all
members of the fire brigade to check the immediate area. Once a supervisor arrives, the
charge can be handed over.
7. Non-nursing staff, volunteers, family members and all others; report to staff pooling areas or
in the front lobby area; service level reports to Command Centre
8. If staff is on a break they are to report to the pooling area for further direction.

EMERGENCY POOLING AREAS
The emergency pooling areas for St. Joseph’s Villa are as follows:
• Lake View Nursing Station
• Sunny Side Nursing Station
• Garden Way nursing Station
• Hill Crest nursing Station
• Reception area in Town square

ADMINISTRATION OFFICE STAFF
Upon hearing a CODE RED:
1.

If any residents are in the administration office area, reassure them and keep them calm.
Residents must be escorted to the HUB/Therapy area. The designated escort must report this to
the EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS via 2-way radio in the HUB/Therapy area

2.

Lock all ledgers, receipt books and cash boxes in the vault

3.

Close all administration offices. Occupants and any other staff or visitors in the area will report to
the Command Centre in the Town square and await further direction.

FOOD SERVICES STAFF
Upon hearing a CODE RED:
The FOOD SERVICES STAFF will check the FIRE PANEL for the location of the FIRE and announce
the FIRE location if not done so already.
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Turn off all operating equipment & lights. Turn off natural gas valves if accessible then report to
Command Centre for direction.
If dietary staff is on the floors then they will report to the pool area of that floor. The dietary staff
member in the LAKEVIEW SERVERY is to return to the Kitchen to turn off the equipment prior to
joining the Fire Brigade.

ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES STAFF
Housekeeping, Laundry, Maintenance
Upon hearing a CODE RED:
Housekeeping Staff will:
1.
Remain on the floor where they are;
2.
Assist in closing doors and windows; await direction on the unit as to where help is required.
**Note: if cleaning in the dining room area on the alarm sounding, ensure the your housekeeping
cart is out of resident reach prior to proceeding with instructions
3.
Await further instructions.
Laundry staff will:
1.
If in laundry facility area turn off all electrical equipment and report to the fire scene with
extinguisher
2
If staff is on the floor delivering or picking up they are to return to the laundry area via the
stairway to ensure equipment is shut off prior to joining the Fire Brigade; if safe to do so;
3.
Assist in closing doors and windows;
4.
Await further instructions.
Maintenance Staff will:
1.
Put all equipment in the nearest room.
2.
Report to the FIRE SCENE.
3.
Receive instructions from and work together with the EMERGENCY RESPONSE
SCENE CAPTAIN.
4.
Assist as requested by the EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS and the Sudbury FIRE
DEPARTMENT.
Upon receiving the “ALL CLEAR” from the EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS:
the maintenance staff on duty may:
1. Reset the FIRE ALARM panel (see INDEX for RESETTING EQUIPMENT AFTER A FIRE
ALARM);
2. Report the status of the resetting procedure immediately to the EMERGENCY RESPONSE
BOSS.

HAIRDRESSER /CAFÉ VOLUNTEERS
THE HAIRDRESSER AND CAFÉ VOLUNTEERS WILL ASSIST STAFF AND RESIDENTS:
Upon hearing the FIRE ALARM (CODE RED):
1.
2.
3.
August 2021

Remain in your assigned area; if safe to do so
Turn off all electrical equipment;
Close doors and windows;
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4.

If with a resident escort the residents to the Reception area until the CODE RED is
cancelled and announced “All Clear” or until further instructions are received from a staff
member.

CLINICAL STAFF INCLUDING REGISTERED STAFF, PC ASSISTANTS,
RESTORATIVE AND LIFE ENRICHMENT ASSISTANTS
ALL CLINICAL STAFF ARE TO REMAIN IN THEIR WORK AREA UPON HEARING THE
FIRE ALARM. IF ON A BREAK, RETURN TO STAFF POOLING AREA FOR FURTHER
DIRECTIONS.
CLINICAL STAFF ARE TO PREPARE TO ASSIST IN EVACUATING ADJACENT ROOMS,
AREAS, AND POTENTIALLY THE ENTIRE BUILDING.
Duties of Registered Nurse Supervisor:
The role of the RN is dependent on time of day and who is present within the building as per the
Hierarchy of Authority. Please refer to General Principles and the roles of the EMERGENCY
RESPONSE BOSS and the EMERGENCY RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN for further information.
If an emergency arises, the roles of the EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS and the EMERGENCY
RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN are assumed by others in the hierarchy. The RNs role consists of:
• assisting the EMERGENCY RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN at the scene of the fire
• help coordinate the horizontal evacuation
• continue to take direction from the EMERGENCY RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN and/or the
EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS throughout the event.
The RN will contact the Administrator On Call which will result in the Administration Emergency Fan
Out List being enacted. Once a more senior Management member arrives on site, that person assumes the
role of EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS. The RN will debrief with that person and will continue to the
site of the fire and relieve the designate of their EMERGENCY RESPONSE SCENE CAPTAIN duties.
The hierarchy of authority will continue as more Management staff arrive on site.
Duties of RPN in each home area:
1. Retrieve 2-way radio and vest for communication purposes
2. If fire is in your area, follow Discovery of Fire procedures.
3. Keep residents calm.
4. Monitor exit doors.
5. Conduct resident census using the diet list.
Duties of other staff upon hearing a CODE RED:
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1. If fire is in your area, follow Discovery of Fire procedures.
2. Keep residents calm.
3. Monitor exit doors.
CLINICAL PERSONNEL should report to the pooling areas (Nursing station within each
neighbourhood)
VISITORS should go with the resident to his/her room or to one of the designated pool areas.
The REGISTERED PRACTICAL NURSE in the FIRE affected area will:
1.

Coordinate a HEAD COUNT of all residents by handing out neighbourhood rosters (diet
list) to the staff to use as a check list as they go from room to room; Results of the head
count must be reported to the command centre.

2.

Ensure that residents’ charts and administration records are secure in the event of a
horizontal/vertical EVACUATION.

3.

Coordinate a head count of the staff in the area; those that work in the area and those that
are from other areas.

All other CLINICAL STAFF will:
1.

Calm and reassure residents.

2.

Ensure all external doors are monitored until FIRE ALARM is cancelled.

3.

Turn off electrical equipment in the serveries where applicable.

4.

Prepare to receive instructions from the Scene Captain.

5.

If alarm goes to Stage 2 follow evacuation procedure.

**Elevators should not be used at this time! **
** All areas with magnetic lock doors should be checked for residents by staff during the FIRE
ALARM and again after it has been reset. **
After the CODE RED has been cancelled, the REGISTERED PRACTICAL NURSE in each area is
responsible for checking all resident areas in his/her area and communicates to the residents that the
CODE RED has been cancelled.

HUB AND THERAPY STAFF
Upon hearing a CODE RED:
If the HUB and Therapy area do not have residents or patients in the area, staff will remain in this HUB
and Therapy pooling area and wait for further direction if their assistance is required.
If there are any residents and patients in the Therapy and HUB area and the location of the fire is
announced as being situated in any of the areas below, staff must perform a horizontal evacuation of all
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St. Joseph’s Villa residents and St. Joseph’s Continuing Care Centre from the HUB and Therapy area
must occur to the Level 2 nursing station at St. Joseph’s Continuing Care Centre.
• Level 1 North, in the Lakeview neighbourhood
• Any part of the Service Corridor or Administration Area on Level 0
• Laundry department
• Food Service department
• Receiving area
If there are any residents and patients in the Therapy and HUB area and the location of the fire is
announced as being in any other part of the building, then staff will pool residents and patients in the
Therapy Gym until further instruction is given by the Command Centre via 2-way radio. Staff are to
reassure residents and patients and keep them calm.
In either scenario, staff must report the status and census of residents and patients to the Command Centre
via 2-way radio or base station at the CCC nursing station or via the 2-way radio from the Therapy gym.

STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS
STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS are expected to be available to assist staff where necessary.
In the event of a Code Red they are to report to the staff pooling area and follow directions of charge staff
in that area.

VOLUNTEERS / SPIRITUAL & RELIGIOUS CARE VOLUNTEERS /
CLERGY
Upon hearing the FIRE ALARM (CODE RED):
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1.

Stop what you are doing immediately.

2.

Must remain in your assigned work area.

3.

If in the process of portering resident to another part of the building, you must
either return the resident to his/her room or go to the nearest resident pool area
and remain there until CODE RED has been cancelled.
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o

o

Assign staff to conduct a fire watch, patrolling every area of the Villa at hourly
intervals and documenting on the Fire Watch form (Appendix A) until the panel can
be reset.
Until the panel is reset, the RN or designate must communicate via the P.A. system
that the Code Red is not officially cancelled

APPENDIX B

ST. JOSEPH’S VILLA
FIRE WATCH FORM
Area Inspected:
TIME OF INSPECTION
0700
0800
0900
1000
1100
1200
1300
1400
1500
1600
1700
1800
1900
2000
2100
2200
2300
2400
0100
0200
0300
0400
August 2021

Date:
STAFF INITIAL
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0500
0600

APPENDIX C
St. Joseph’s Villa Fire Drill Evaluation Report
Date:

Time:

Location:

Silent
Drill
Describe fire drill scenario (type of device engaged, location of fire, cause of fire, etc.):
Type of Drill

Comprehensive Drill

Table Talk

Yes

No

Did a horizontal evacuation occur?
Were rooms checked, doors closed and door markers used?
Was the fire alarm manually activated by pull station?
Was the fire alarm activated by heat/smoke detector?
Was a back-up call made to 911?
Were corridors cleared and unobstructed?
Did sufficient staff and fire brigade respond?
Was scene supervision appropriate and instructions clear?
Were verbal instructions correct and clearly stated over the voice communication system?
Was someone designated to provide fire department with assistance, direction and access?
Provide comments/observations/recommendations as well as reasons why “No” was answered for question(s) above:

Did the following features operate properly in area?
A) fire alarm pull station (where applicable) and audible fire alarm devices
B) voice communication system (voice messages were audible)
C) self-closing doors closed and latched upon fire alarm system activation
D) electro-magnetic locking devices released locked doors on fire alarm system signal

Print Name:
August 2021

Signature:

Yes

Date:

No
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FIRE DRILL IN-SERVICE
ATTENDANCE SHEET
Date: ______________
Time: _____________ Area:
______________________________

Printed name

August 2021

Signature

Position
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ST. JOSEPH’S VILLA
FIRE ALARM SYSTEM CHECK LIST
This form is to be completed by the person responsible for conducting and coordinating the building fire safety program,
which includes monitoring fire drills and monthly fire alarm system test(s).
Reason for alarm (scheduled drill or false alarm): If false
Date:
Time:
alarm provide the cause:

Fire department notified before fire alarm test or fire drill? (Fire department phone #
Alarm Monitoring Company notified before fire alarm test or fire drill?
(Monitoring company Phone #
Account
)
Fire alarm system tested on secondary source of power (Battery or Generator as applicable)?
Fire alarm system activated correctly?
Was the second stage alarm signal activated?
Did annunciator(s) indicate the correct fire alarm zone of alarm origin?
Was “All clear” announced and staff instructed to sign fire drill attendance record?
Was the fire alarm system reset?
Were electro-magnetic locking devices reset and checked?
Were elevators reset and checked?
Were magnetic door holders on fire doors reactivated?
Were the HVAC units reset and checked?
Was the fire panel clear of any “trouble”?
Did the fire alarm monitoring company receive the alarm signal?
Was the Fire department notified after drill?
Fire Department Arrival Time (if known):
Comments:

Print Name:

August 2021

Signature:

Yes

No

Yes

No

)

Date:
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COMMAND CENTRE CHECK LIST

EMERGENCY RESPONSE BOSS RESPONSIBILITIES
The Emergency Response Boss designates a recorder.
Recorder enters time that each task is delegated and time it is completed.
Item numbers are assigned in the order that tasks are delegated and the same number is used on
the log.
Item Time Time Task
#
Start End
Retrieves the disaster box, a 2 way radio and a vest
Ensures all telephone lines are to kept clear
Ensures the management on-call person is contacted if incident occurs
after hours
Designates a recorder for events
Designates someone to man the front door to keep people from entering or
leaving
Confirms with Scene Captain if 911 back up call has been placed (if not
then Command Centre can place call)
Asks for status updates from Scene Captain as required
If required directs staff from Command Centre to assist at fire site
Greets the fire department upon their arrival and directs them to the
location of the fire
Ask for confirmation from Fire Department Incident Commander that fire
has been controlled and that pull station and panel can be reset
Delegates pull station and fire panel to be reset by staff
Confirm with staff that panel has been reset successfully:
If Yes- Delegate someone to provide an ALL CLEAR announcement
over the PA system
If No- Delegate someone to provide a “FIRE WATCH” announcement
over the PA system and to call
for
repairs to fire system
Debrief with staff following the “ALL CLEAR” or FIRE WATCH
announcement
Have staff sign attendance sheet for Command Centre
August 2021
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